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	As an open source, community-based content management system and web site application development framework, Drupal allows you to create interactive, media-based, database-driven web sites that become a part of everyday activities and communications. This unique book is the first of its kind to tackle the challenging task of leveraging Drupal to get a site done right and make that site work for you, based on industry-wide software development best practices.


	Within these pages, you will gain insight into how to work with any release of Drupal, approach your project, establish a development environment, plan for deployment, and avoid pitfalls along the way. A real-world example of a web site application based on Drupal—an online Literary Workshop—is used throughout the book, and it walks you through the entire development lifecycle. You'll learn how to bring your web site into the exciting Drupal mainstream, customize Drupal for your specific needs, and even make "non-Drupal" looking sites. With this hands-on guide, you'll discover how to use Drupal to efficiently publish, manage, and organize a wide variety of content on your web site.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		
			Best practices to optimize the way you approach development projects

	
	
		
			Methods for setting up a development environment using version control and issue tracking tools

	
	
		
			How the Drupal theming system works and how it separates content from presentation and style

	
	
		
			Techniques for upgrading and deploying the online Literary Workshop

	
	
		
			The future of Drupal and how it might be developed and used

	



	This book is for Drupal users of all levels of expertise who are looking to put together a sophisticated web application.


	Wrox guides are crafted to make learning programming languages and technologies easier than you think. Written by programmers for programmers, they provide a structured, tutorial format that will guide you through all the techniques involved.
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The Political Uses of Expert Knowledge: Immigration Policy and Social ResearchCambridge University Press, 2009
PO L I T I C I A N S and civil servants seem to be attaching more weight to using research in policymaking than ever before. Over the past decade, it has become de rigueur for governments and international organizations to stress the need for ‘evidence-based’ policy. The tendency was well exemplified by the Labour administration that...
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Taming Text: How to Find, Organize, and Manipulate ItManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Taming Text, winner of the 2013 Jolt Awards for Productivity, is a hands-on, example-driven guide to working with unstructured text in the context of real-world applications. This book explores how to automatically organize text using approaches such as full-text search, proper name recognition,...
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5G LTE Narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT)CRC Press, 2018

	
		This book explains the 3GPP technical specifications for the upcoming 5G Internet of Things (IoT) technology based on latest release which is Release 15. It details the LTE protocol stack of an IoT device, architecture and framework, how they are functioning and communicate with cellular infrastructure, and supported features and...
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High Performance Linux Clusters with OSCAR, Rocks, OpenMosix, and MPI (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 2004
This new guide covers everything you need to plan, build,  and deploy a high-performance Linux cluster. You'll learn  about planning, hardware choices, bulk installation of Linux  on multiple systems, and other basic considerations. Learn  about the major free software projects and how to choose  those that are most helpful to new cluster...
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Upgrading Your Home PCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With the Right Resource, Upgrading’s Easier than You Think
    Ever feel like PC technologies evolve so quickly that your own machine is out of date just months after you get it? Now you can keep up without taking it to a professional, without getting in trouble, and without buying a new one. Upgrading Your Home...
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Glissonean Pedicle Transection Method for Hepatic ResectionSpringer, 2007

	This book presents a concept of hepatic segmentation with respect to the Glissonean pedicle tree. It also outlines surgical procedures for segmentectomy and cone-unit resection. Detailed illustrations depict every important action a surgeon must consider while performing these operations.


	Professor Takasaki’s technique for liver...
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